[The relationship between inflammatory and immunological processes during pregnancy. Practical aspects].
The aim of this review is to explore, in addition to revealing the biological background, new conceptual and therapeutic approaches for reproductive clinicians to provide better and more effective care for sterile and infertile couples. In humans, 75% of unsuccessful pregnancies are the result of failures of implantation, and implantation failure is the limiting factor for in vitro fertilization treatment. A modified "good" inflammation is necessary for implantation and parturition, but for most of pregnancy, inflammation threatens the continuation of pregnancy. During this period, maintaining the non-inflammatory condition is extremely important, enabling the maternal epigenetic effects to occur in the fetus, making it possible for the offspring to adapt as much as possible to the extrauterine life. In the maintenance of the non-inflammatory condition of pregnancy, a large amount of progesterone hormone produced by the placenta (after the luteo-placental shift) plays a crucial role. It has been reported that the role of inflammation during implantation is an ancestral response to the embryo as a foreign body. During normal pregnancy, this inflammation is initiated by the trophoblast and involves the suppression of neutrophil infiltration, the recruitment of natural killer cells to the site of implantation as well as the production of a range of proinflammatory cytokines. During the "implantation window", the uterus is primed to produce several inflammatory signals such as prostaglandin E2 and a range of proinflammatory cytokines, including TNF, IL6 and IFNγ. The feto-placental unit is a semi-foreign graft called a "semi allograft", and the recognition of pregnancy by the mother (host) and the resulting maternal immune tolerance is an essential part of successful pregnancy and the birth of a healthy fetus. Because of the functional or absolute reduction of circulating progesterone (due to the decreasing hormone production of the physiologically "aging" placenta after around the 36th week of pregnancy) progesterone effects become insufficient. Therefore it is unable to suppress the production of IL8 and other inflammatory cytokines and the term inflammation, leading to cervical ripening, uterus contractions and parturition ("good" inflammation). Orv Hetil. 2019; 160(32): 1247-1259.